FORGIVENESS ?
You question ? Law-Giver Manifest answers!
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F O R G I V E N E S S is to grant free pardon ...
Forgiveness is to grant free pardon & give up all claim on account of a wrong
or debt. To forgive without requiring the wrong-doer to be accountable &
rehabilitate is self-destructive ensuring re-offending. Forgiveness is mocking
Justice.
Religious based ideals of forgiveness, while appearing selfless, contain
implicit selfish aspects. Religious forgiveness is moral-bullying.
Forgiveness is Evil practiced by Evil Pagan cults who use forgiveness for greed
& to perpetuate cycles of ongoing wrongs (e.g. Roman-catholic). These
Pagans pay (donation) a clergy & are forgiven. Then go re-offend & come
back for more forgiveness (the Anti-1GOD cycle of Evil).
Forgiving is delusional, asked any beaten wife. To forgive
without requiring the other to change is not only self-destructive,
but ensures a dysfunctional relationship will remain so by
continually rewarding mistreatment.

1GOD doesn't forgive. Every person is held accountable
On Judgment-Day, GOD wants explained how you helped Cage Evil

1GOD holds people accountable in Life & Afterlife
Forgiveness is unacceptable behavior! It endorses bad behavior &
encourages repeat offending or more severe bad behavior. This behavior
needs altering to praise & recognition for being 'Good'. Reprimand,
accountability, & rehabilitation for wrong doing!

MUST-Do
Don't forgive! Hold people accountable for their actions & behavior.
Can-not get any Justice! Pray to 1GOD to implement accountability use the
'Accountability-Prayer'. 1GOD holds people accountable in Life & Afterlife.
Parents & Schools must teach: 'Accountability & Respect' not forgiveness.
Parents/Educators who fail must be held accountability.
Every person is responsibly for their action or inaction should they fail to take
responsibility. The community needs to hold that person accountability.

